KINDERGARTEN - 2022
TERM 2 WEEK 7 - TERM 3 WEEK 5

CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

WE ARE LEARNING...
WE ARE LEARNING

OUR SCHOOL VALUES
To be a LEARNER.
To be curious about the world around us and share our
thoughts and learning.
You can help me at home by encouraging me to be interested
in events or everyday occurrences by noticing them with me
and asking questions and investigating how things work.

LITERACY
To predict what will happen in books and question what I
liked / disliked about the characters and events.
To read and learn my sight words.
To identify words that rhyme.
To blend and segment words into their sounds.
To write sentences using letter and sound knowledge, spaces between words, capital
letters and full stops.
You can help me at home by encouraging me to read aloud every night with my
reader and practise my sight words. You can help me logon to my Reading Eggs
account to work on my reading and rhyming words. Encourage me to write shopping
lists, letters, sight words and stories at home.

NUMERACY
To count to and from 20 and order small collections.
To add and subtract numbers using real world problems.
To answer simple questions to collect information and make simple inferences.
To connect events and the days of the week
You can help me at home by counting forwards and backwards from 20 and
beyond. Practise recognising small amounts when grouped together, for example
when rolling a dice count the dots. Help me to identify simple addition and
subtraction problems to ten using objects. Support me in recording tally charts
and by talking to me about my week and the events connected to my days.

INQUIRY FOCUS
On the move!
We are exploring the physical world. We will be investigating why
objects move, how we can make them move and observing parts that
enable them to move. We will explain how we are thinking and
communicate what we already know about movement.
You can help me at home by investigating objects and toys that move
and discuss why and how (eg. roll, slide, turn) they move. For example,
does the object move because I push or pull it? You could notice moving
things in the world around us and explore these forces.

LEARNER ASSETS
To communicate and listen respectfully to others.
To use words to solve problems.
To share and express my thinking.
To talk about or show what we already know about something.
To notice and explain how we are thinking and feeling.

ROUTINES
LIBRARY
KRER - Tuesday
KKWR - Tuesday
KKAR - Tuesday
KLLR - Wednesday

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
KRER - Monday
KKWR - Wednesday
KKAR - Wednesday
KLLR - Monday

THE ARTS
KRER - Wednesday
KKWR - Monday
KKAR - Monday
KLLR - Wednesday

KNBR - Tuesday

KNBR - Monday

KNBR - Tuesday

HOME LEARNING
READ EVERY DAY, RECORD IT IN YOUR LOG
PRACTISE YOUR SOUNDS AND SIGHT WORDS

AMAROO SCHOOL
Building a strong foundation in literacy and numeracy and a curiosity for learning.

